The aim of this paper is to discuss the use of parallel computing in the supervised machine learning processes in order to reduce the computation time. This way of computing has gained popularity because sequential computing is often insufficient for large scale problems like complex simulations or real time tasks. After presenting the foundations of machine learning and neural network algorithms as well as three types of parallel models, the author briefly characterized the development of the experiments carried out and the results obtained. The experiments on image recognition, ran on five sets of empirical data, prove a significant reduction in calculation time compared to classical algorithms. At the end, possible directions of further research concerning parallel optimization of calculation time in the supervised perceptron learning processes were shortly outlined.
INTRODUCTION
This article touches two popular aspects of modern computer sciences. Nowadays, artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the fastest improving areas of information technologies. Many global companies are trying to outdo each other in implementing.
AI solutions are employed for everyday life tasks, e.g. Tesla is implementing algorithms for autonomous cars [19] , while Amazon is working on a virtual assistant called Alexa (cloud-based voice service that allows you to use your voice to control smart devices, ask about real-time information and even talk with it) [15] . Google, apart from having its own Alexa (Google Assistant), works on various different projects; however, this is just a tip of an iceberg. There are many other important players in the game, such as Apple or Microsoft.
Machine learning (ML) gives us multiple possibilities of implementing the solutions that we were unheard of 50 years ago. Unfortunately, this approach requires high computational complexity, which usually results in long time of computing. This is the moment when Parallel Computing (PC) gives us a lot of opportunities. What is more, we can combine ML and PC and receive extremely powerful as well as fast tools, e.g. for data mining, image and pattern recognition [1] .
In the range of intelligent systems and ML development, we have a typical task concerning running some perceptron algorithm with various parameters. After performing calculations, it often turns out that there are difficulties with obtaining proper results in a short time due to the high computational complexity. The genesis of the research undertaken and presented today is the attempt to simplify and shorten ML processes. In fact, a relatively simple improvement of the learning process is possible by applying PC in ML algorithm, which was the idea for this paper. Optimization will be shown on the example of perceptron algorithm and Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) standard that allows building concurrency platforms for shared-memory parallel and multi-threaded processing. The software constructed using this standard is characterized by the following advantage: the process of converting a serial sequential source code into a parallel one is easy and only involves input of suitable compiler instructions for quick conversion to a parallel version of a program [9] .
The aim of this paper is to discuss the use of PC in the supervised ML processes to reduce the computation time. PC has gained popularity because sequential computing is often insufficient for large scale problems like complex simulations or real time tasks. After presenting the foundations of ML and neural network algorithms as well as three types of parallel models (shared memory, distributed memory and hybrid model), the development of the experiments carried out (on 5 empirical data sets) and the obtained results were briefly characterized. At the end, possible directions of further research concerning parallel optimization of calculation time in the supervised perceptron learning processes were shortly outlined.
PERCEPTRON AND MACHINE LEARNING
Automatic learning is taxonomically divided into two groups: supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning assumes that during the process of learning an algorithm receives a pair: sample data (specifically a vector) and expected output value (class to which the sample data should be classified) [18] , an example of which is perceptron [16] . Then, based on the data samples and their desired value, the algorithm tries to create classifiers that would correctly classify unknown data sample. Unsupervised learning (often called clustering) is contrary to this model. It helps to find new, previously unknown common patterns in the data samples without classifying them beforehand.
As far as terminology is concerned, all feature vectors of the data samples are considered in representation space (E). Each data sample is identified by the class it belongs to (C = {0,1, ..., C}). When a new object that needs to be correctly classified appears, a classifier is needed (G: E → C). The classifier is built on data samples and its goal is to classify data samples correctly -as many times as possible. Every classifier consists of C discriminant functions (DFs): g c : E → R, 0 ≤ c < C Classification rule of each data sample (x) is as follows [6] :
The classifier is called linear when all its DFs are linear. Let x be a feature vector of a data sample (x = (1, x 1 , ..., x D )t) and a c be the vector of coefficients of linear discriminant functions (LDF) of class c (a c = (a c0 , a c1 , ..., a cD )t). Then:
Perceptron is the example of algorithm for building LDFs [7] .
The main loop of the perceptron (line 3 in algorithm 1) iterates until convergence (all data samples are classified correctly) or until maximum number of iterations has been reached. The inner loop (line 5) iterates over all data samples. The class of each data sample is known, because perceptron is a supervised learning algorithm [8] (in that case the class of the data sample (x n ) is marked as c'). Then the value (discriminantValue) of the g c' applied to the x n is counted. The innermost loop iterates over all classes. If the class (c) that is currently analysed is not the same as c' (line 10) and value of the g c applied to x n plus b (margin parameter) is greater than the discriminantValue, it means that a classification error occurred. In that case, we need to update g c by subtracting from it the feature vector of s x multiplied by α (learning rate parameter). If at least one classification error appeared, we need to update the weight vector of class c' as well (this time by adding αx n ). This is an example of a very simple neural network.
Perceptron has three parameters that are passed to it during execution: α (learning rate), b (margin) and K (maximum number of iterations). Analysing the influence of each of them of the result of the perceptron one may notice that the parameter α does not have an impact on the quality of the result, it only determines how fast weight vectors are changing (in general the greater α, the smaller number of iterations). This parameter should always be greater than 0. Data samples are linearly separable when there is a possibility of creating such weight vectors that each data sample is classified correctly.
The most important parameter is margin. For linearly separable data, the set b = 0 sometimes can be too small to create good quality of the results. However, if b is greater than 0 and large enough, decision regions for each class will be clearly separated. For non-linearly separable data set b = 0 does not guarantee quality result. For large K and large margin, good quality results can be obtained (only a few samples would be misclassified) [14] .
The neural models based on perceptron have many significant features, including: non-parametrical and non-linear, resistant to distortion, fuzzy and noise of analysed images, easy in computer (software and hardware) implementation and various applications, and useful in generalizing knowledge acquired from empirical data [11] .
OPENMP IN PARALLEL COMPUTING
Contrary to traditional sequential computations, PC solves problems concurrently. Many classic algorithms can often be executed in parallel but that sometimes requires a change of the data structures or redesigning the algorithm. PC has gained popularity because sequential computing is often insufficient for large scale problems like complex simulations or real time tasks.
There are three types of parallel models: shared memory, distributed memory model and hybrid model. In the first one, each processor has access to the whole memory (single computers implement this concept through threads) [12] , while in the second one, each processor has its own local memory space. In that case, processors have to communicate with each other through messages to cooperate, just like processes in the operating systems. Therefore, they are used for applying distributed memory model in a single computer. Sometimes, a hybrid model is implemented -different units working in shared memory model are integrated as if they were part of distributed memory model [13] .
OpenMP is a standardised application programming interface (API) for shared memory parallel processing [4] . It is developed by most of the largest software and hardware companies such as IBM, Intel or Oracle. It supports most operating systems and languages such as: C, C++ or Fortran. The greatest advantages of OpenMP are: simplicity, portability and flexibility. This technology works in a fork-join model for multithreading [2] . During the execution of a parallel program, the master thread executes sequential parts and if a parallel region appears, the master thread populates slave threads and solves tasks with them in parallel. Then, all the threads are synchronized, and the master thread continues working on the sequential part, and the situation repeats. Because of the fact of using shared memory model mutual exclusion functionality is also provided in the standard.
The usage of OpenMP on a simple example is quite straightforward (alg. 2). In order to execute a loop in parallel, a special directive needs to be placed above the loop initialization, thanks to which different iterations will be distributed among the available threads. Using the pragma directive, one can easily customize the parameters of parallelization.
While designing the algorithm suitable for PC, it is worth bearing in mind one aspect of Bernstein's Conditions -it is possible to run two tasks in parallel if they are independent (there are 
EXPERIMENTS
While running perceptron, a decision about input parameters has to be made. However, to make the decision about parameters, the data samples have to be analysed. It is simpler and more efficient to run perceptron couple of times with parameters from different orders of magnitude and then to compare results (alg. 3). In this article, the parameter K will be considered as constant and equal 200. This value is reasonable with many examples. For other two parameters perceptron will be run many times with different values (a,b ∈{0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000}).
The time of execution of the perceptron algorithm depends on the data set, for the examplary data sets, it does not exceed 10 seconds. However, because of running the program with different variations of parameters, the execution time increases dramatically. Computations need to be parallelized to decrease it. In order to decide whether a loop is able to be executed in parallel, it has to be analysed by deciding whether it fulfils Bernstein's Conditions or not. When the loops are nested, only one loop can be parallelized with OpenMP. The strategy is to choose the most outer loop because by that the best efficiency is acquired.
In the perceptron algorithm (alg. 1) only the innermost loop can be parallelized as there are no data dependencies inside it. Two other loops do not fulfil the first Bernstein's Condition since there are many flow dependencies, especially with all g c variables. In the sequential algorithm, previous loop iterations recount (write) them, while the following read from them and re-count them. Parallelizing the most inner loop would not be efficient (specifically with few classes) due to the synchronization time of threads [17] . However, if perceptron is executed many times, different executions can be parallelized (Fig. 1) . The necessary variables would be made private for each thread -both of the loops from alg. 3 can be parallelized. As stated earlier, the outer loop will be chosen, and results of each perceptron will be stored, in text files. For each execution final LDFs will be stored as well as number of misclassified samples from the training and testing data sets accordingly (training set is 70% of whole randomly shuffled data set, the rest is testing set). The comparison of results is not the aim of this paper.
The experiment was conducted on 5 data sets, courtesy of School of Informatics at Universitat Politecnica de Valencia: 
RESULTS
The results achieved in the experiments are presented in Tab. 1. The parallelized loop was executed maximally with 6 threads, because it has only 6 iterations throughout the experiment. Running the algorithm with more than 6 threads would result in the situation that some of them would always stay idle and only take part in the synchronization of threads and increasing the execution time. The table presents times of execution of each example data set for 1 to 6 threads (p ∈ {1, ..., 6}). Decreasing time of execution for an increasing number of threads can be observed. In order to present more clearly the influence of parallelizing on the time of execution two additional parameters are presented (Speed-up and Efficiency).
Speed-up shows how the parallel algorithm gains the speed with respect to its sequential version. Here, it is counted as a ratio between time of execution with one thread and time of execution with p threads [20] .
Efficiency is a parameter denoting the usage of parallel units by an algorithm [5] .
The ideal efficiency of 100% was unreachable, because of the unpredictable load distribution between threads, depending on randomly shuffled data samples and different times of convergence according to the parameters. It is important to notice the data access time -the more threads try to access data, the larger overhead with comparison to the sequential algorithm. Speed-up and efficiency for shorter times of executions of sequential algorithms (OCR14x14, gauss2D) were worse than the others because of the synchroni- In Fig. 2 the normalized execution times of perceptron for different data sets are presented. It can be noticed that improvement in the time of execution appears when the number of iterations is divisible by the number of threads. In such situations, all of the threads were active. In the case of 4 and 5 threads, there is no possible distribution of 6 iterations among them without some of them remaining idle for some time. This results in the lack of improvement or even deterioration of the execution time due to the longer synchronization of threads. Perceptron obtained good quality results for each of the data sets. If the training samples were linearly separable, perceptron was converging for some of the executions with different parameters, which would have been chosen as the best ones. Otherwise, it was not converging; however, some of the results for each of the data sets were good for comparison and deciding which one to choose.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it was proven that PC can be efficiently used for the improvement of reaching good quality results of supervised learning. The experiments on image recognition, run on five sets of empirical data, clearly state a significant reduction in the calculation time, compared to classical algorithms. Future investigations can cover redesigning perceptron for application of PC with the aid of MPI protocol [10] for distributed memory systems. Many neural network algorithms are possible to parallelize, and extensive studies are being carried out in this field. By applying parallel optimization, better results can be achieved and new applications of neural networks for everyday life problems can be reached. 
